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Meyer plow e60 troubleshooting

The common problem found when rebuilding the MeyerE-60.com additional 7-14-17 Myer E-60 is hopeful lysa will help you understand more about what happens in this section and you will learn more about your Myer E-60 snow plow pump. If you rebuild the Meyer E-60 hydraulic system, you may come across
situations where you think unusual, but in reality, they are not. This section will have the common things we find, and also some are not so common, we will tell you that you are not so common or just plain weird! We already have 4 pages worth for the Myer E-47 general problem, some of which also apply to the
E-60 (because it shares the same PA block and top cap), so you can also check out that page. We often get rebuilt units and plows do not raise or move. The above problem is typical when a person without the knowledge of the unit, or knowledge but fear, has a so-called reconstruction. With a little knowledge, it
is not difficult to change the o ring above. Special tools make it very easy to do. Just take the time. We even uploadvideos to YouTube for help. The O-ring above seals the back of the gear pump to the pump mounting plate. All pressurized fluid leaving the gear pump flows through this port and the device does not
pressure unless it is sealed. So even if a friend changes all the seals if they don't change this one, the unit won't work. We call this a fat O ring because the O ring itself is thicker than everything else in the E-60 basic seal kit. It fits into the oval depression on the back of the gear pump with a round O ring but you
squeeze it a bit. We've come across this dozens of times. It is even to rebuild the Meyer E-60 video we have uploaded to YouTube. After removing the two screws, try everything you can think of to take the motor out of the E-60 and it won't peel off. In your efforts, you pull the motor case and eventually you remain
there. You have to take the chisel and make your way around the top half of the motor end plate East Sea. It will be peeled off. You can take a few chips out of a soft aluminum end plate, but that's ok. Just figure out a way to stop it from crashing on the floor when the helper grabs it, or breaks loose. :) We've come
across this a few times, in fact I have a plow in the store right now, and I know it's confiscated, but I wouldn't mess it up because that's not why it's here. This E-60 has bolts. Customers can cut both sides and rebuild the device. I knew what was going on, and I knew there was a very high chance of removing the
remaining bolts before he sent it. I know many trucks that were sold around 2006 with Meyer plows, that were installed by ABC (an American body company that was bought by Reading a few years ago), had problems. They seem to install plows, and as a bonus, they install pump locks instead The bolt at the
bottom of the hydraulic system. It's basically the same as the trailer hitchlock. It is a hardened pin with a lock at one end. The problem is, the owner did not give the key to the lock! It was lost, not provided by the truck dealer, or ABC did not provide it to the truck dealer. I never noticed until it was too late. At that
point the galvanic corrosion was set, and the pins were confiscated in the hole in the aluminum Sump base. The only way to remove the hydraulics from the lift frame was to cut the hardening pins on both sides and then take them out. I'm sure many Sump bases have been replaced because someone can't get a
pin. My brother was actually a victim with his 06 GMC 2500HD. It was on ABC with the Meyer EZ Plus Mount C-8 plow on it. Needless to say, I pulled out a piece of pin as if i had pulled out a piece of bolt from the unit above. What's the secret to pulling out a piece? Use a large driver. Punch won't do it, and it can
actually make it more difficult if you keep hitting it with a small punch, it's going to expand more pieces. I always use 1/2 volts to try and get it to go, and BFH. You have to support the bottom side, and the shock socket works well for him. It is similar to driving out a U joint bearing cap. Once you get the moving
piece, it comes out. Use a socket to receive bolts or pin pieces, whatever it takes to get the floor supported using wooden blocks. This part of the device is empty and very thick casting aluminum, so if you do not hit it rightfully, if it is not properly supported, you can easily break it. If you have this problem, do it
carefully. Take the time, it's not a race. How can you prevent it from happening again, or is it happening at all? See below. Install grease fittings. Then you can keep the grease. I made it mine, and a few others, including the one above. It took me 5 minutes and i oiled once a year when I put away my plow in the
summer. Next we have bad land. Why bad land? This is because there is no way to loosen the bolts and make the head so corroded that it can become a clean solid ground. If it snaps away, it hasn't been removed in years, and maybe the plow has never been new since. Remember that more than 90% of
electrical problems are caused by bad reasons. When it comes to the E-60, pulling about 1,000 times about 200 amps to snow storms, the grounds are very important. When the ground sits in a salt bath, corrosion multiplies faster. Coils are also in the previous picture, so why not point out the right way to avoid
sharp bends and route coil wires? Do not do any strange things to have OCD and make all coil wires the same length. By removing the hydraulic system, you can unplug once a year. A few years, so why is it important? Half the length of the wire shattered the wires when they came out of each coil, and they
appear to have been picked up in the junkyard and dropped here. That's why it's old to put lipstick on pigs.... Standard procedures (best practices) do not create bending when the radius routes wires less than five times the diameter of the wire. In English, avoid sharp bends. The next few pages like this such a
common problem, we will also add things that we find not so common, but deserve a mention. While finding a leakpump shaft seal is not uncommon due to age, this person deseves the mention (or unit that is not updated according to one Meyer service bulletin a few years ago for a spacer on the pump shaft). It
was not brought for leaks, it was just for reconstruction. Here's why it leaked. It doesn't look very old, but it's installed by someone without knowledge of how to install properly (or they just didn't care). It is also an aftermarket part based on color (bare metal/silver). The common practice is that if there is no coating
on the seal, you should put a thin film of silicone on the outside of the seal before installing it. I even know some people who put that thin film on the coated seal before installing them. The second mistake (or just plain lazy) is that it is installed crooked. This is strange. I have never seen this. The man who rebuilt
this unit thought the lift ram packing washer belonged to the lift cylinder instead of 15198. Part of the problem was the H model, and since the same E-60 basic seal kit is suitable for both the E-60 and E-60H, I think it includes the packing washer used by the E-60 and the packing cup used by the E-60H. The
packaging washers were left because they were installed in the packing cuplift ram and installed here (my guess). This goes back to the entire lack of knowledge. Over time, you can allow much
more!__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________LLC
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attached to a car. Meyer is a respected and reliable name in snow plows, and its products are generally durable and effective. However, as with most machines used for harsh winter elements, wear can occur. There are several basic troubleshooting steps that you can run on your own before you take your device
for costly repairs. If the snow plow does not enter, tighten and clean all electrical connections, including battery connections. Make sure the fuse flies. If necessary, replace it with another fuse of the same battle. Make sure the motor oil level is at least 1 1/2 inches from the top. If the snow plow does not have an
angle to the left, check the molding connector for white wires. If the wire is connected, the switch and motor must have power. The problem may be on the switch and needs to be replaced. If there is no eye-catching, make sure that all couplers and fittings are leaking. Bleed air from the system and tighten the
pleasing nut. Replace the coupler and fittings if necessary. If the plow does not fall, check for bent or confiscated ram. Check blocked passages and blocked filters. By replacing the bolts that hold the plow and lift cylinders together, they wear out, reducing the play of many in the system. Bolts with lift arms must
also be replaced. Grab the driver on the nut fixing the coil to make sure the electric lift has enough magneticproperties. Make sure someone turns on the switch and feels the magnetic current that the driver is flowing. Do not work with the control switch and ignition from the OFF position. Clean the system and
wash it with kerosene. Check the hydraulic fluids regularly. If necessary, make the change. When water enters the hydraulic system, the seal of the cylinder changes. Periodically flush the angle ram with a lantern. The plow must remain rust-free. Keep all pivot pins and hinges lubricated. Make sure the mounting
pins are not worn or scorpioned. Replace it if necessary. Store worn pins in case of an emergency. Emergency.
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